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"Friends with benefits, stepbrother with benefits, what's the difference?""Um, we're not even friends,

Ethan?"Rule #1 â€“ It's only supposed to last for a week...Ethan is a cocky, arrogant jerk. He's

always been that way. I'll never understand why girls trip over themselves just to be with him. Don't

they realize he's going to ditch them in a week? Yes, he can be nice when he feels like it. It's true

that he's ridiculously attractive, too. It's not like I want to stare at him when he walks around

shirtless, but it's hard not to notice someone with a body made of rock-hard sculpted muscle and

sin. He's got that panty-melting bad boy smile that makes you want to... Did I mention he's my

stepbrother? Ick. What? You think I'm falling for him? Nope! It's impossible.There's only one

problem... I might have accidentally, um... it was just one night, alright? One really good night.

Panties? Yup, they're melted.It was a mistake, it doesn't mean anything.Sorry, there's two

problems. Did I mention our parents are away and we're stuck home alone together for a week?I'm

the responsible one. The good girl with perfect grades. And I'm trapped for a week with a bad boy

who showed me what it's like to give in to my wild side.What's the worst that can happen?
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5-starsThis is how you do stepbrother romance and romantic comedy! These stepbrother books

were spicy and funny and Ethan and Ashley are perfect together. I loved how they came together.

They're so fun to read about, too. Whether it's them getting down and dirty or just playing together

and doing couple things (something Ethan definitely does not do, but he seems to have made an

exception for a special someone...).Everything about these books was amazing to me.

I just loved this book.The characters personality was in depth and I could associate with them. I like

Ashley but Ethan I afraid will dump herI like the way it is narrated by both so you know what is going

on in both their minds.There are so of laid back and sometimes what they are thinking is cute.I like

the Stepbrother/stepsister combo. Makes you feel at first that it is dirty but they really are not related

by blood.I recommend this series.I can't wait to see how next book is about. Do they get caught?

Ethan is an arrogant bad boy who can get any girl he wants. Ashley is a good girl whose sex life is

in the wastebasket after she's dumped by her boyfriend for being boring in bed. But Ethan doesn't

find Ashley boring at all; quite the contrary, which is a problem since they are stepbrother and

stepsister. Although there is no blood relationship, they have known each other most of their lives.

They are accustomed to bantering and teasing one another, and there has always been a pull

between them too. In fact when Ashley was a teenager, Ethan gave her her first real kiss. When

they are left home alone for a week, this attraction escalates to steamy forbidden hookup

territory.Their story is divided into multiple parts, so this one ends in a bit of a cliffhanger. But Ashley

and Ethan are likable and relatable characters. Their interaction is fun and super sexy. Looking

forward to finding out what is going to happen next!

Ashley and Ethan are home from college There parents are off for a week vacationing that leaves

Ashley and Ethan with a week together with no one else around They get together knowing they

shouldn't But there chemistry is just to powerful to ignore they say it's only for a week But will it end

in one week can't wait to read the rest of the series This is a very good series

I love dirty talk! There, I admit it. Honestly, I'm so sick of writers who can't say it like it is, or be

raunchy... love bud and swollen member...seriously? Sex is raunchy and if it isn't, you're doing it

wrong. Mia Clark gets it and writes dirty talk (and sex scenes) very well. Ashley and Ethan are

characters you know. You went to school with them...the bookworm and the bad boy. But a secret

romance with your step-sibling is always hot and naughty.I enjoyed the characters, the story and the



sex...life = good!

I just read book 1 and was very much pleased with the story line. I loved how the story is told from

each of their perspectives. This story shows that love and physical attractions can't be held back by

what society deems as wrong.

I loved this series of books! The romance is wonderful. Great sex scenes. Love the characters. Mia

got the angst perfect! some authors don't have that at all and some too much. I found myself often

reading with a big smile on my face. So glad she is continuing to write about these characters. Don't

want it to end.

Ashley & Ethan are step brother and sister. No real blood relationship at all. His father, the

billionaire, married her mother and blended the four of them into one "happy" family. They go to

separate colleges. He is a quarterback for his University's football team. She is a perfect 4.0

student. They are as different as night and day. Her boyfriend, douchbag Jake, breaks up with her

the last day of school because he can't go two months without sex. Even if it is mediocre sex

according to him. She never had an orgasm with him. Somehow, she gets to telling Ethan about

this, he comforts her, the booze comes out and the clothes come off. He is raunchy and wonderful.

She ends up exhausted. I giggled through the entire book. The two of them are enchanting

together.Hero Rating 5 StarsHeroine Rating 5 StarsSex Scene Rating 5 StarsSexual Tension

Rating 5 StarsPlot Rating 5 StarsStorytelling Rating 5 StarsStory Ending Rating 5 Stars Cliffhanger

but you know it and accept it!!Dialogue Rating 5 StarsOverall Rating 5 StarsWould I Re-read This

Book ?? ABSOLUTELYWould I Read Future Books By This Author?? ABSOLUTELY!! I plan to read

the rest of this series!! I must find out what happens to these crazy kids!!I received an advanced

review copy of this book in exchange for an educated, honest opinion of which I have given. I find it

a fun, raunchy read. And will be starting #2 ASAP!!
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